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A little bit geography
China is a very big country! China is adjacent to Afghanistan, Bhutan, India, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, North 
Korea, Laos, Myanmar, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan, Vietnam and Hongkong. But there is a 
conflict about one country. 

Capital: Beijing (China had a lot of capitals but now it is Beijing). China (People’s Republic of China) has got a 
president.

population:  about

1 400 000 000 people

area :9 597 000 km

 official language: 

mandarin chinese

2

中國



China - the country of modern and inventions.
The China’s history can have even 5000 years old!!! Chinese people invented a 
lot of things what are useful or bad today.

                     



Modern China 
China is a country of computers, modern, interesting machines or artificial 
intelligence. That country has got the fastest trains in the world(its speed is 
about 600 km/h !!!) or artificial intelligence in a lot of places! But you can’t 
use e.x. YouTube there!!! 

You can pay with your face there!!!  ------------------>->



But not only modern!!!
In Chinese villages you can see old China! 

The town where we can see old China 

town is e.x. Pingyao. 



China



My favourite chinese 
monuments 
I think they are very beautiful 
and awesome!

Look --------->->



The Great Wall of China
It is a very long wall which was built to protect people against 
enemies. It is 21196 km long!!! The oldest parts of that wall 
have got even 2000 years old. I think it is beautiful. 



Forbidden City
It is the old part of Beijing where the 
emperors of China lived. Wow! I want to 
go there!



Buddha from Leshan 
It is a very big statue of Buddha. It is 71 
meters high!!! Look at the people! They 
are lower than his toes! Exciting?



 My favourite things from 
chinese culture



1. Chinese 
architecture

I love Chinese (or 
Korean, Japanese )  old 
architecture. 



Chinese letters
Chinese is very hard 
but I like the letters ( 
in Chinese alphabet 
there are a few 
thousand letters!!!). It 
is a very old language. 
There are about 300 
types of the Chinese 
language in this 
country!



Kung Fu
It is very old. The monks in shaolin 
wanted to defend themselves, so they 
began training Kung Fu. First of all they 
wanted to imitate animals! 



Chinese nature



Himalayas
They are the highest mountains 

in the world. Mount everest 
(Zhūmùlǎngmǎ Fēng)  is half in 
Nepal, but half in China (its top 

is in China!!!). 



Pandas!
These cute animals are living 
in China! I want to see them!



Huangshan 
mountains

Look! They are in fog, half with 
trees, half with stones.

OMG! I want to see them very 
much! 



Some interesting 
facts about China.



1. Chinese birthday 
party

When we are in China we 
don’t eat cake for birthday! 
We eat… noodles! 



2. Chinese high rises
When Chinese people are building 
a high rise, they make a hole so a 
dragon can fly through! It isn’t all! 
they don’t have fourth floors!



Thank you for your 
attention!


